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Modeling COVID-19 Infection Rates using SIR and ARIMA Models
Janelle Domantay Ilya Pivavaruk Victor Taksheyev
Introduction
With the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, it is of increasing interest to
monitor and predict infection rates. In this poster we compare two meth-
ods for modeling infection in Clark County, the use of SIR (Susceptible,
Infected, Recovered) models and ARIMA (Autoregressive Integrated
Moving Average) models.
Epidemiological Terms
The progression of a pandemic can be gauged from many angles. This
research focuses on analyzing infection rates over time. Throughout the
following pandemic modeling, there are three major terms of importance
1 Infection Rate - Value mapping to rate at which the virus is
spreading.
2 Recovery Rate - Value mapping to the rate at which infected
individuals recover.
3 Population Division - Way a total population is divided into
sub-groups, characterized by their state in the pandemic. For
example, healthy and infected.
ARIMA Model
The ARIMA model is a time series model that utilizes past infection data,
or "history" in order to predict future infection data. Initially, ARIMA is
given some percentage of training data as its history, and as the model
continues to make predictions, the corresponding expected value is added
to its history. It utilizes three parameters, an Auto Regressive term (p),
an Integrated term (d), and a Moving Average Term (q). Consequently,
ARIMA models are usually expressed as ARIMA(p,d,q).
Figure 1: ARIMA(5,0,1) forecasting the Clark County Infection Rate (red) from April
2020 to Nov 2020. Blue represents actual values from the dataset.
SIR Model
The SIR model is a system of differential equations models the change
of susceptible (S), infected(I), and recovered (R) population during a










The infection rate β and recovery rate γ are the factors with the greatest
affect on the SIR model, and the accuracy of the model is dependant on
the accuracy of these coefficients.
Figure 2: SIR model of Pandemic in Clark County With Approximation of Infection
Rate
Figure 3: Sir model’s reshaped values (red) against the Clark County dataset (blue).
Results
After carrying out the data training and predictions with the ARIMA
Model we were able to generate a data set that we could use to compare





ÍÍ By calculation RMSE of each model’s predicted values against the
expected values we computed an RMSE of 132.877 for the ARIMA model
and 3194.443 for SIR.
Conclusions
While we note that the ARIMA model exceeded the SIR model in
performance when given the Clark County dataset, we cannot reliably
state that ARIMA is a superior epidemiological measurement. One of the
largest drawbacks of the ARIMA model is the fact that its accuracy is
dependent on an accurate dataset that updates overtime. The accuracy
of the SIR model is likewise dependant on accurate initial conditions
and meaningful infection and recovery rates. We do note that there is
promising performance in the ARIMA model that should encourage
further research for modeling alternate datasets over short time periods.
Further Research
The SIR model is capable of producing a more accurate result when the
infection and recovery rates are considered as a function of time rather
than static values. Researching ways of mapping world events (vaccine
creation, large gatherings, social distancing) into dynamic values for the
infection and recovery rates would significantly improve the accuracy of
the SIR model and would be a beneficial area to continue researching.
Another direction of research would be looking at alternative machine
learning algorithms which could take various parameters as input and
generate a predicted "cases vs time" dataset as the output. In an effort to
combine the predictive capabilities of both the ARIMA and SIR model,
this algorithm would be trained, but, much like the SIR model, would
only use initial conditions for its prediction.
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